ACROSS
1 Smoke fish including small gutted plaice (6)
5 Court near Washington with cool wallpaper (8)
9 Setter foolishly printed in bold (8)
10 Roll of midriff meeting elbows halfway around (6)
11 Offer solution to \((E \times 10) + (50 \times 10)\) (6)
12 Release hired toilets before end of Glyndebourne (3,5)
14 Artist knocking back Cornish cheese with his French drink (7,5)
18 Fresh new epic needed about national freedom (12)
22 Devotee putting impulses regularly on record (8)
25 Safety area swiftly evacuated in front of chimney (6)
26 Agree places centrally next to rows three or four? (6)
27 What adders do to swallow bird bones (8)
28 Some women swearing in M&S department (8)
29 City mayor undone finally after halo slipped (6)

DOWN
2 The second of Henry's cattle skinned in side building (6)
3 Shark left tailless on famous ship . . . . . (9)
4 . . . floating at pier due for cast off (9)
5 Shuffles when top of bandage slips down (7)
6 Composition of film that's taken under a month (5)
7 Trump's hairstyle cryptically is a mixture of things (5)
8 Exotic lily ours? It's not real (8)
13 See 19
15 Best apron tangled in twisted line (9)
16 A German child assimilating so thoroughly (5,4)
17 Ring nurse over poorly cleric (8)
19, 13 Duke in character starts to laugh improvising part (6)
20 See 23
21 Seabird mostly stuffed with butter that's turned (6)
23, 20 14 is one annoyed with American drawers (5-7)
24 Priest keeping notebook on his own class? (5)